Hitler: A Short Biography

Written by acclaimed biographer A. N. Wilson, Hitler offers a short, sharp, gripping account
of one of the twentieth century’s most monstrous and influential figures.In 1923, a thirty-four
year old Adolf Hitler was in prison after taking part in an unsuccessful putsch to overthrow the
German government. Within a decade, he was the most powerful man in Europe.As
Germany’s leader, Hitler delivered full employment and what appeared to be a booming
economy to the nation – while Britain was suffering punishing levels of unemployment with
no real welfare benefits. His popularity seemed to know no bounds; the slow deprivation of
civil freedoms and rights to Jews did not initially displease all Germans, and the full extent of
Nazi anti-Semitic extermination plans were incredible to many even within their own
movement – let alone to the outside world – when they began to be put into operation during
the early 1940s.Internationally, too, Hitler’s triumphs were extraordinary, and soon the
Rhineland, Sudetenland and Austria fell to the German army, who suffered barely a casualty.
By 1940, there was no doubt that Hitler was Europe’s master.But there was another story –
and in this utterly compelling short biography, acclaimed writer A.N. Wilson positions Hitler
as a man who not only embodied the excesses of the Third Reich but one who also represented
the mediocrity of what optimists called ‘the Century of the Common Man’. For all the
limitations of his personal accomplishments – as the child of a poverty stricken family, with no
great educational, military or moral qualifications for leadership – Hitler was able, by
remarkable energy, superbly choreographed rallies and electrifying rhetoric, to become a
second Napoleon.In a field populated with lengthy tomes, Wilson’s brief, insightful portrait
offers a compelling introduction to a man who continues to fascinate and appal.
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AN Wilson illuminates Hitlers personal problems but is poor on the roots of nazism, His
biography is a short, sharp account of the life of Hitler. - 3 min - Uploaded by
CloudBiographyAdolf Hitler was the leader of the National Socialist German Workers Party,
or Nazi Party Hitlers family was born in Waldviertel, in Lower Austria. At the time, the name
Hitler changed in this region several times between Huttler, Hiedler, Hittler and Adolf Hitler
was a German politician, demagogue, and revolutionary who was the leader of the Hitler was
born in Austria—then part of Austria-Hungary—and was raised near Linz. He moved to
Germany in 1913 and was decorated during Richard Evans on Hitler: A Short Biography by
A.N. Wilson. THE NEW STATESMAN. FOLLOWING THE SUCCESS of his Booker
Prize-longlisted novel Winnie Adolf Hitler was born on April 20, 1889 in Braunau, Austria, a
small town across the Inn River from Germany. Soon after Hitlers birth, his father, Alois
Hitler, Adolf Hitler, a Short Biography [Helmut Heiber] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers.In this masterful account of Hitlers life, biographer A.N. Wilson pulls back the curtain
to reveal the man behind the mythic figure, shedding new light on Hitlers - Buy Hitler: A
Short Biography book online at best prices in India on Amazon.in. Read Hitler: A Short
Biography book reviews & author details and In this short biography of Adolf Hitler, Wilson
offers a fresh interpretation of the life of the ultimate demon-tyrant of history. (HarperPress,
2012).Hitler: A Short Biography [A. N. Wilson] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
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